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FW: southern Resident Killer whales/salmon allocation
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*****PLEASEDoNoTREPLYALL***"*
Commissioners:
Please see the email below from the port of Friday Harbor.
I

will discuss with Commissioner Tucker as to iflwhen we put this on an agenda

Thank you.

Sam Gibboney
Executive Director
Port of Port Townsend
360.385.0656 Office
360.301.5206 Cell

From: Todd Nicholson <lock!n@.@>
Sent: Monday, August 6,zOiS 3;1?pM
To: Dan Worra <Dan \4/oga@.@;
'Rob Fix'
<tobf@rertcf bcilingham. com>; Karen G oschen <kareng @ @Ipa.

cop;

Sam
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bboney

<sang-@.@rtolpl. cog1> ; E ri c Joh nso n <g1icj @ wash ington re.rts .o$>
Subject: Southern Resident Killer Whales/salmon allocation
Dear Directors,

The Port of Friday Harbor Commission is considering a resolution to advocate for a fixed
allocation of Chinook Salmon, separate from general ocean escapement, to be set aside
for the endangered SRKWs . Aside from the moral imperative to take immediate actions to
protect our resident whales, The Port of Friday Harbor recognizes the substantial regional
economic impact the resident whales have on our local economies. The following is the
text of the resolution being considered by the port of Friday Harbor:
The Port of Friday Harbor respectfully requests that the Pacific Fishery Management Council set aside an
allocation of 250,000 chinook salmon from the Fraser River for the endangered Southern Resident Killer Whales
(sRKW).
Whale population is declining and behaviors are changing due to the shorlage of available salmon. Based on
estimates of food requirements, a healthy Orca needs 18 to 25 adult salmon daily to meet their energy
requirements. lf the 75 living SRKW feed for 100 days in local waters, that means that, based on 20 ialmon per
day, at least 150,000 chinook are needed just to maintain the status quo. lf the Orca remain longer, as they
have
in many years, or if their numbers increase, more fish would be needed.
Currently, the Council allocate salmon for spawning, tribal catch, commercial catch, and sport catch. The fish
that
the whales need are hidden in what's called "ocean loss". Because Ocean Loss is a percentage of the total run, it
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construction'
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the Residents that swim in the waters surrounding
on behalf of the residents of san Juan lsland and on behalf of
San Juan lsland, thank You.

impacted Ports and the WPPA
My Commission has requested that I reach out to similarly
Fishery Management
and ask that your organizations send a request to the Pacific
Council.
Sincerely,

Todd S. Nicholson
Port of FridaY Harbor
Executive Director
P.O. Box 889
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
360-378-2688 ext. 226

toddn@@

